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1. ABSTRACT 

Barcodes and Quick-Response codes have a vastly large amount of potential in both 

business and personal settings as they create a universal way for others to easily connect to 

websites, resumes, etc. However, this potential is seemingly untapped, and this is largely due to 

their rather unsightly appearance which simply makes people less disposed to integrate them into 

their work. The idea behind the autologically named Aesthetic Barcode is to create a visual code 

which can be combined with nearly any emblem or logo. In order to carry this out, the 

algorithms contained within the Aesthetic Barcode searches through an image for various areas 

of color which are used in conjunction with a code to convert it into unique number. Doing this 

allows for a much broader use for visual data in the physical world by allowing them to be 

seamlessly integrated into daily life. Overall, the purpose of the Aesthetic Barcode is to create a 

method in which people are able to connect to digital space quickly, easily and gracefully. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Barcodes  

Barcodes, strips of parallel lines varying in width which equate to a unique numeric value 

when examined by a specialized optical scanner, are the oldest and most widely used methods of 

graphical data storage. They are often used to manage inventory and merchandise for many 

businesses as they allow for an easy way to associate objects with an automatically generated 

value in order to be indexed within a database. The modern barcode has been in commercial use 

for just over forty years with its first use in 1974, yet they have completely revolutionized the 

ability to mark and trade goods which has allowed for the efficient mass growth of industry 

throughout the world (Rosistem, 2001). It is easy to see the importance barcodes have on society 

as they have greatly improved the efficiency of commerce where people are able to purchase 

items promptly and more precisely when compared to previous anthropologically-based method. 

Barcodes are also easily printed and customizable which make them particularly suited for this 

use as they make it simple to change their specific uses and corresponding values.  

Uniquely, barcodes are one-dimensional, therefore their values are based only on a single 

line perpendicular to the ordinate axis of the image. Although this limits the overall number of 

total possible codes, it allows for the code to be quickly and accurately read by a light-detecting 

laser. With this, scanner read barcodes linearly which assigns a placement for each digit of the 

outputted number. This aspect of barcodes makes them a cheap and effective method for pricing, 

but due to their simplistic design of straight lines, barcodes can be place on most surfaces 

without damaging their data. This also gives the barcode the option to be read both in both digital 

and analog signals which make them even more versatile as many different machines are able to 

decode them. Importantly, the data from the barcode is often connected to a central computer of 
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server where the value is decoded and possibly stored almost instantaneously. Accordingly, the 

one-dimensional aspect of barcodes limits their maximum value but gives them the ability to be 

readily created and smoothly read. 

 

 

 

 

 

Even though they all look and work similarly, there are many different types of barcodes 

under barcode symbology, the mapping between messages and barcodes (Seideman, 2001). In 

order to look at the general function of barcodes, it is first important to differentiate between the 

two main categories of barcodes: continuous and discrete barcodes. The major difference 

between these two groupings is through the number of bars and spaces each of them have where 

continuous barcodes have the same number of bars as spaces, and discrete barcodes have one 

less space than bars. With this, the data within discrete barcodes from one set of bars is not 

dependent on the others; this means many different values are able to come from one barcode. 

Each part of a continuous barcode, on the other hand, is dependent on the rest of the barcode 

because it relies on there being a termination space of a specific width in order to complete its 

value. Although these are rather similar, distinguishing between them is important as the 

terminating signal appears in separate places.  

Figure 1. Method in which barcodes are scanned and converted into a digital 

signal where the red dot represents light moving from the left across a barcode, 

from TAL Technologies, Inc. 
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Though there are many types of barcodes, the most significant barcode used for storing 

product numbers and tracking packages are the Universal Product Codes which store twelve to 

twenty digits of data in a compact space. With such a dense area to search through with light, 

error correction is often implemented into graphical data storage, but because one-dimensional 

barcodes are read linearly, the error correction is uncontained with little to no error correction 

(Jones, Homewood, & Marshall, 2012). This brings both disadvantages and advantages to 

barcodes where they become significantly smaller due to the lack of space which integrated error 

correction takes normally. However, this also means any damage to the barcode will likely make 

it produce false values or no values at all. This make barcodes efficient and effective in 

controlled, stable environments but also makes them vulnerable in harsher conditions where they 

can be overcome with damage. Nevertheless, some barcodes have a very simple error correction 

known as the check digit which compares itself to another piece of barcode to determine whether 

the code is correct; for example, the check digit may look to see if the end code is even or odd. 

This simple form of error correction allows the barcode to have a small safe-guard so the scanner 

is able to read the code more accurately.   

Figure 2. Continuous barcode showing start and terminating bars, from All 

Barcode systems. 
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In their entirety, barcodes serve one major purpose: to create a uniform method to place 

useful values on anything in such a way which is easily accessible and used without confusion. 

Overall, they make themselves useful in commerce, but, due to their limited values, they do not 

make themselves useful for others outside of these businesses in a universally meaningful way. 

2.2 Quick-Response Codes 

In order to gain a greater amount of storage in graphical data over a small space, the 

Quick-Response Code or matrix barcode, a two-dimensional data matrix which utilizes a grid of 

cells as opposed to straight bars, was created. More recent, the first Quick-Response code was 

used in the 1994 in order to aid the manufacturing process of automobiles in Japan (Denso Wave 

Incorporated, 2013). Since then, Quick-Response codes have taken off as a way for large and 

small businesses to connect to others easily, but even with their far superior storage compared to 

the traditional barcode, they have had a much smaller impact on society. Despite this, Quick-

Response codes have continued advancing, and are mainly used for tracking and managing 

merchandise just as the barcode which, considering their actual potential use, is a prodigality for 

the code.  

Figure 3. Discrete barcode showing separations between characters with a simple 

error correction, from Joyce, J. R., Ph.D. 
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As mentioned, Quick-Response codes are a visual representation of a two-dimensional 

data matrix. As opposed to the one-dimensional barcode which only contains data linearly, the 

Quick-Response code is able to utilized both the width and height of the code. Because of this, 

the method in which these codes are read changes as a single line is not sufficient to decode the 

matrix barcode; a Quick-Response code requires and image sensor, such as a camera, to be read. 

Typically, matrix barcodes have three solid squares positioned at three of the corners with one or 

more smaller squares in the other corner which creates scale and orientation. These allow the 

matrix barcode to be read at most angles and directions which makes the problem of direction the 

second dimension causes. After it finds the code’s orientation, it goes through the rest of the 

image converting black squares into a binary number which is verified with error correction. As 

with barcodes, there are multiple different Quick-Response code symbologies with different 

amounts of character storage, but when looking at more recent versions of matrix barcodes, they 

can store about 2562953 decimal numbers or 2.9 kilobytes (Taylor, 2014). This is a massive 

amount data in such a small space, which when compared to the twelve to twenty digits of a one-

dimensional barcode. Therefore, a matrix barcode is a great advancement in graphical data 

storage, and this allows for an immense amount of use beyond that of the barcode.  

Unlike the one-dimensional barcode, Quick-Response codes require a rather extensive 

error correction algorithm in order to keep a consistent output from the barcode. Matrix barcode 

often use Reed-Solomon error correction which is used to correct errors inherently in the code 

and erasures, damages to the barcode itself. Reed-Solomon error correction is able to decode 

exactly two times more erasures than errors, so as long as twice the errors added to the erasures 

are less than the barcode’s parity, the code from the barcode will always be retrieved correctly 

(Riley & Richardson, 2001). The error correction code-word is generated using the polynomial 
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𝑔𝑥(𝑎) =  ∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖−1 which then expands to (𝑥 − 𝑎𝑖)(𝑥 − 𝑎𝑖+1)… (𝑥 − 𝑎𝑖+2𝑡) where 

𝑎 describes the different positions in the codes where the error correction sets itself. In order to 

actually retrieve the code-word, 𝑔(𝑥) is multiplied by the information block of the code provided 

in its infrastructure to create a functional error correct. With this, the code is able to be corrected 

by comparing the code-word to places of error, and then so long as the damage is not too severe, 

the code is still able to be read correctly. There are also multiple levels of error correction 

depending on the needs of the matrix barcode where larger amounts of data require a larger level 

of error correction. The main four levels of error correction are denoted by L, M, Q and H 

meaning 7%, 15%, 25% and 30% error correction capabilities, respectively. A high level of error 

correction forces the barcode to become much larger, therefore for small amounts of data 

storage, a large level of error correction becomes less necessary and more intrusive. The error 

correction in Quick-Response codes are one of the most important aspect of them as they allow 

these barcodes to stay consistent for a longer amount of time which is negligible for one-

dimensional barcodes as they are read simply without much space for errors to occur. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Basic structure for QR code to find orientation and scale (left), and 

a sample code showing the multiple areas of distinct squares throughout the 

matrix (right), from Taylor, Lee, 2014. 
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In all, Quick-Response codes support the gratuitous need for mobile data as they are able 

to store three kilobytes of information which is able to be read in an incredibly short amount of 

time without the requirement of special machinery. These abilities greatly surpass the previous 

one-dimensional barcodes which hold much less data over roughly the space because they only 

utilize a line of data rather than a plane of data.    

2.3 Aesthetics in Barcodes 

 Given the design of both one-dimensional and two-dimensional barcodes, there is clearly 

no regard for the way the look where they are simply dots which create amorphous shapes or 

dashes of lines with a discernable pattern. It is easy to overlook this, however, due to their 

Figure 5. Error correction levels and their visual representation, from Higginson, 

Alan, 2012. 
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incredible effective function which makes transferring the data both quick and straightforward. 

Despite this lack of concern placed in their creation toward beauty, there have been numerous 

creations of artistic barcodes. These come from the manipulation of the guidelines for barcodes; 

such manipulations normally derive from the error correction in matrix barcodes and from the 

simplicity of the one-dimensional barcode. This certainly diminishes the amount of artistic 

barcodes as it relies solely one the dexterity of the creator of the barcode in order to make the 

artistic barcode. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 6. Artistic representation of a one-dimensional barcode which still scans, 

from RFID News, 2013. 
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3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Quick-Response codes hold vastly more data and information than the one-dimensional 

barcode, but yet matrix barcodes still lack in frequency when compared to these. This clearly 

goes against obvious, rational sense as these are capable of carrying out all the tasks of the 

traditional barcode with even greater precision along with many more applications in areas 

outside of those uses. Therefore, the lack of frequency is rather unusual, and brings forth many 

inquiries regarding the reasons to this. There are two main aspects which attribute to this that are 

easily found deductively; those being the usefulness of the barcode and the relative ease of 

integrating it into some endeavor. Certainly, the matrix barcode has proved itself to have a large 

amount of use as graphical data through their massive storage capabilities which surpasses the 

commonly used one-dimensional barcode. This means it is somehow difficult to accommodate 

the matrix barcode into their useful areas, and this is possibly due to a number of reasons such as 

the difficulty to produce them, the difficulty read them, etc. However, as shown, Quick-Response 

codes are both easy to create as they are Reed-Solomon codes which are read even against 

physical damage. Accordingly, matrix barcodes are clearly advantageous, but another issue 

arises within them as they are seen as images which associates them as art. This is not an 

immediately apparent problem associated with two-dimensional barcodes, but it is a major and 

inherent complication in the process of using these. Consequently, if a two-dimensional barcode 

is created with the goal of being visually appealing, then this issue of unattractiveness is erased. 

Importantly, this allows for a two-dimensional visual code to comfortably be integrated into a 

many areas of work, business and personal use as it would have to capability to be seamlessly 

combined with emblems, brand-marks and ideograms. With this, the matrix barcode becomes 

less intrusive and gains many uses as a portal to digital messages from a physical graphic. In 
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order to combat the subjective nature which is associated with beauty, these graphical data 

storage codes would not be automatically generated which, at first, seems like a considerable 

downfall form the matrix barcodes, but it adds a sense of personalization to them which, in turn, 

makes them much more appealing as ideograms. In brief, matrix barcodes are often left unused 

due to their abstractly unsightly appearance which is able to be amended through the creation of 

a visual code with the idea of beauty placed innately within its infrastructure.  
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4. METHOD 

4.1 The Aesthetic Barcode’s Cipher 

 A large strength associated with barcodes, especially matrix barcodes, is their ability to 

store and display data through some system which allows them to hold a gratuitous amount of 

information in a relatively small area. So, it is apparent to first create a system which is able to 

output numerous different values with little differentiation between many of the graphics; it also 

obviously has to be able to be inserted and used visually in physical space as opposed to a more 

theoretical series.  

In order to make a such a code, there needs to be a set of guidelines which link the 

physical elements of it to the theoretical elements. Therefore, the Aesthetic Barcode uses values 

from black along with the primary colors, red, green and blue, which are converted into the base-

four digits, zero, one, two, and three, respectively. As these values are derived from a two-

dimensional image, they are placed within a set based upon their Cartesian coordinates where 

values whose coordinates are closer to the origin, arbitrarily set to upper-right most area of the 

image, are placed at the head of the set with all preceding values placed at the tail. This set, 

which will be referenced to as the color set for convenience, creates the foundation for the code 

as its values ultimately correspond to the digits of numeric value produced by the entire graphic. 

So, the colors of the given graphic correspond to different values, but since the colors are able to 

take up a capricious amount of space in the image, this system alone does not produce enough 

outputs to be widely used because the number of possible orientations for these four colors 

would begin to overcrowd the image as the output gets larger. Thusly, the image is composed of 

separate color sets separated by a black band of color which makes it so the sets can be unified to 

make larger outputs in smaller, more compact spaces.  
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As mentioned, each color set is used to define some aspect of the overall output, and this 

contribution is done by using the elements of the set to create a base-four number. Each of the 

elements of the set acts as a digit for the resulting number which is calculated through the 

equation 𝛼𝑛 = ∑ (10⌊log 𝑣𝑖+1⌋(𝑛−𝑖))(𝑣𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1  , 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑒𝑡 where 𝛼𝑛 is the base-four number 

created from the set, 𝑛 is the length of the set and 𝑣𝑖 is the element of the color set at the index 𝑖 

starting at one and going to 𝑛. It is import to recognize that the elements of the color set are in 

base-four when converted from their respective colors, but when they are placed within this 

equation, they are treated as decimal numbers in order to produce the correct base-four output. It 

also assumes all numbers in a set contain the same amount of digits using the largest number as 

the basis for the others, i.e. if one number is 111 and the others contain five digits, then this will 

be treated as 0011; even though this does not change the value of the number, it maintains 

consistency during the sums. This equation is only used for one set, so in order to find the value 

when there are many different sets, the 𝛼𝑛  equation is performed on each of the different sets and 

then once more on a set of those outputs. Doing this allows there to be many different codes 

within the same area as they can be stacking upon each other in various different arrangements 

where the position of the each of the color sets determines widely different outputs.   

 

Color Set: {Red, Black, Green, Black, Blue} 

Numeric Color Set: {14,04,34,04,34} 

𝛼𝑛 = 103034 = 30710 

Figure 7. Rudimentary representation of a simple Aesthetic Barcode with one 

color set and corresponding values. 
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 Although the amount of outputs from this system is technically infinite as it is based on 

sets of undefined length, but than one may gain a sense of total size for these codes, it is relevant 

to look at a reasonably sized maximum case value. For this case, it is prudent to use five color 

sets containing five elements one digit in length. Since the maximum value for each of the color 

sets is 333334, this is also the 𝛼𝑛 of all of the sets. So, when these five 𝛼𝑛’s are combined into 

their own color set and evaluated in the equation, the decimal output is exactly 

1,125,899,906,842,623 which means the total amount of distinct numerical values for this 

arrangement of color sets is precisely 1,125,899,906,842,622 or 250 − 2. This number alone is 

certainly much more than the amount of objects and ideas that are able to be represented through 

graphical data storage, but if the need arises for more storage, the system described allows for 

more color sets to added and used for even greater storage. Using this example, the maximum 

value for 𝑥 amount of sets with five digits in each is 1024𝑥 − 1 which, being exponential, grows 

toward incredibly large values with small incriminations of 𝑥:  

 

 

Figure 8. Number of possible codes with color sets containing five digits as the 

number of sets increases.  
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All things considered, these exponential codes are able to become immensely larger, and 

since they are held under the simple guidelines of containing the four main colors and being 

separated by bands, they make it accessible to integrate them into many images. This is because, 

as opposed to one-dimensional and matrix barcodes, there are not densely rigid guidelines which 

only allow for there to be one type of similar looking graphics where it is difficult to see any 

variation between them. So, this code not only creates numerous different codes under few 

alterations in its theoretical form, but it is easy to map it on an image where there are spaces for 

these areas of color.  

Although this system produces a smaller amount of numeric values as Quick-Response 

codes over the same area, it generates enough to be valuable for its unique purpose of giving 

people the ability to make an ideogram or emblem which is able to produce a piece of 

information to link a person to some digital position from an image without any tedious effort. 

Thusly, the cipher associated with the Aesthetic Barcodes gains its strength through its unique 

purpose and its copious amount of data storage in a way which current barcodes cannot provide 

as they are forced to have a similar, unified look. 

4.2 Infrastructure and Components  

To actually put the cipher and visual code into effect, Haskell 2010 is used as the primary 

programming language used for the Aesthetic Barcode. Haskell is a purely functional 

programming language with non-strict, lazy, evaluation and type inference. A large aspect of 

Haskell for this is its foreign function interface which makes is so Haskell is able to interact with 

other programming languages. This is helpful as is allows Haskell to bring in modules from 

languages with a strong and established presence in image analysis. Since it is a functional 
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programming language, there is a strong sense of stability with the outputs of the various 

functions composing the code where they will always produce the same result for a given image. 

This is critical to working within the bounds of the cipher in which consistency is essential 

because of the somewhat loose guidelines associated with it. This consistency comes from 

Haskell’s function paradigm where there are not side effects, a non-local change to state from 

within a function, when the functions remain pure. Importantly, the Aesthetic Barcode relies on 

many function calls to find the value of a code; this is because the resulting value of a code is 

dependent upon an unknown series of other values with an unknown length. So, a function to 

determine theses values needs to be called multiple times, and a dependable stream of output is 

quintessential when finding the code’s value. In short, Haskell is the main language for this 

because it is dependable and able to consort with other languages. 

Alone, Haskell contains a moderately limited amount of modules related to the kind of 

image analysis required to read a code, but as mentioned, Haskell has a distinct foreign function 

interface which is able to use programs from other languages. Using this, many useful modules 

became readily available, such as the open source computer vision software, OpenCV which 

contains an abundant amount of advantageous functions. The Haskell language makes the 

process of transferring these into pragmatic utilities in a way that can be compiled and executed 

in tandem with others written in Haskell. The OpenCV library has more than 2500 optimized 

algorithms for the purpose of image analysis which can detect, tract and distinguish between 

objects in an image. Many of these algorithms return a gratuitous amount of information about 

positions of color, the state of an image and the structure of an image which are all toward the 

Aesthetic Barcode make the OpenCV library a very beneficial aspect for its creation. 
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 Ultimately, the main proprietor in the creation of the Aesthetic Barcode is the OpencCV 

library implemented in the functional programming language, Haskell. This is to create a solid 

and constant atmosphere for the code to follow so that it is able to be read without complications.  

4.3 Implementation 

The main facet of the Aesthetic Barcode comes from the various color set in each of the 

images, so it is critical to create an algorithm to define and uncover the color sets. To do this, an 

algorithm finds the values for one color set and applies itself to the other distinguished sets in the 

image; this is the first piece to the programming. The pieces which follow this step become more 

minute as they simply supplement the first as a way to aid in the speed or dexterity of the code. 

To find the color set of one cell of the code, it is necessary to define the components of an 

image and to see the method in which they are stored digitally. In OpenCV, the native structure 

of an image is the IplImage which stands for images apart of the Intel Processing Library. 

IplImages contain the size of the image, the number of channels in an image which is one to four 

depending on colors in the image, and the actual data per pixel of information. Haskell does not 

have any means of properly working with these other than retrieving their information, and with 

this information, the image is converted into a two-dimensional array such that the first and 

second dimensions represent the rows of the image. This is done by converting the IplImage into 

a list of the pixel’s byte representation from zero, representing black pixels, to 255, representing 

white pixels. Although Haskell is able to use this list, the list forces the previously two-

dimensional image into one dimension which loses the overall order of the pixels. To combat 

this, each of the elements of this list are paired with their corresponding index starting at zero 

which, given the original width of the image, is enough information to calculate the coordinates 

of each of the pixels. With the width of the image and the index of the pixel, the linear list is able 
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to be transformed into a two-dimensional list with coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦) such that 𝑥 = 𝑖 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 𝑤 

and 𝑦 = ⌊
𝑖

𝑤
⌋ where 𝑖 is the index of the element and 𝑤 is the width of the image. With these 

indices and their corresponding elements, the two-dimensional array representation of the 

image is created with the elements having the index of (𝑥, 𝑦). This two-dimensional array 

then acts as the image where each of its elements serves as a pixel of the original IplImage, 

but in a way which Haskell is able to easily work.  

The elements in the two-dimensional array on a pixel’s color from a range of zero to 255, 

and the cipher system uses the colors, black, red, green and blue, so rather than create multiple 

ranges to test the colors, the image is split into three channels: red, green and blue. Each of these 

channels only contains the amount of their respective color in this image, therefore each of the 

areas of color are only displayed within their channel. Doing this allow the detection of the 

colors to become much simpler as there is only need to compare a channel to the original image 

as opposed to searching through the image, and determining the color of an area of pixels based 

on a predetermined range.  

 

 

Figure 9. Split version of Aesthetic Barcode from Figure 7 with the red channel left, 

green channel middle and blue channel right. Note: The colors do not appear in their 

own channel. 
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With this method, it is rather simply inferred which colors are red, green or blue, and finding the 

black colors is simply a matter of seeing which colors appear in all three of the channels. This 

makes it easy to keep track of the position and color of the dots as the code is then derived from 

the actual color channel of the image. 

The areas of color in the code determine the end value, and since the position of these 

areas also determines their placement in the result, there is the addition of blob detection. Blob 

detection is the method of detecting regions in a digital image which somehow differ from other 

areas in the image. For this blob detection, the algorithm goes through the image and pick out 

areas with a high density of black pixels because each of the channels only contains black and 

white. In order to do this type of blob detection, the algorithm goes through every element of the 

image array and checks whether that pixel is black or not. When the pixel is not black, the 

algorithm simply moves to the next pixel and checks it as well until it reaches the end of the 

array. However, when the pixel is black, it looks to see the values of the pixels around it in the 

shape of cross. It adds these values to an accumulator and continues to search for these values by 

searching around each black pixel until there are no longer any pixels which are a part of that 

particular blob. After it finds all values for that blob, it finds the pixel with the value closest to 

the origin which it later uses to make position matter for the outputted code. After this, it 

continues searching through the array until all the blobs are found, and their leading pixels are 

placed in the final color set for the cell. This process is continued throughout the rest of the 

image until all the color sets are found. The algorithm also has to replace the elements it goes 

over to ensure none of them are repeated; if it did not do this, it is likely that many of the cross-

shaped searching patterns would merge into other creating an infinite loop. This is the most 
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important aspect of the Aesthetic Barcode as it finds and returns the information necessary for 

the cipher to work and produce the code’s value. 

[
 
 
 
 
255 255 255
255 0 0
255 0 0

    
255 255
0 255

255 255
255 0 0
255 255 255

    
0 255

255 255]
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 10. Matrix representing a two-dimensional image where the first black 

pixel found is read, and the ones that follow from it are blue. 
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5. RESULTS 

All the features of the Aesthetic Barcode lend themselves toward its desired goal of 

allowing individuals to create personal and customized emblems with an integrated code that is 

able to link the physical graphic with a piece of digital data. Beauty is, of course, subjective, so 

defining something as aesthetically pleasing with guaranteed certainty is impossible, but the 

precautions placed within the structure an Aesthetic Barcode are loose enough to be manipulated 

and used with many emblems or logos, even current ones. These barcodes are not automatically 

generated as another way to contest the subjectiveness of beauty which makes them difficult to 

gauge. This is not an issue, however, because the theoretical, rudimentary models produce the 

correct output, and scaling them to seemingly more complex graphical only makes them seem 

more complex superficially. In actuality, the complexity of the barcode does not change, simply 

the complexity of visual changes making them much more universal for art than with other 

traditional barcodes. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

Even though linear and two-dimensional barcodes have a lot of potential use in many 

different areas as they allow for a simple and compact way to access something digitally, they 

are often left unused. It can be reasoned that is due to the rigid guidelines which defined their 

shape and pattern, and makes them conform to the same general appearance. Therefore, in order 

to gain the ability to overcome this difficulty associated with current barcodes, the Aesthetic 

Barcode is made with much looser guidelines to ensure the creator of a barcode has the freedom 

to add an artistic design to its composition. Currently, all artistic representations of barcodes and 

matrix barcodes are made by exploiting their error correction or simplicity, but even then, there 

is a very limited amount of ways to change these barcodes. Not only are there only a few ways to 

change the barcodes, but it is also difficult to change them as there needs to be a deeper 

understanding of their function which is not apparent making them very difficult to adjust.      

To carry this out, the new code needed to have its own, unique cipher in which it is able 

to call upon to create a meaningful value for the code. This cipher is easily to manipulate to 

make a multitude a different codes without much deviation as it is based on many different sets, 

represented as bands containing color, that are able to be stacked upon each other. These allow 

there to be over a quadrillion different codes with only five set which is an incredible amount, 

and because the number of possible sets in an image is left undefined, it allows there to be many 

more by simply adding sets to the image. Also, as opposed to current barcode, it is not difficult 

to work around the rules of the cipher to create a barcode; this is because these guidelines are 

based loosely. This means that any code can be made many different ways without any 

complicated thought put into changes. So, the way current barcodes are read and scanned 
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debilitates them as it does not allow for any kind of customization which would allow them be 

more aesthetic, and the Aesthetic Barcode woks around this by integrating it into its cipher.    

The Aesthetic Barcode is a data storage graphic who servers the purpose of giving a 

ventures the ability to connect with other in a simple, artistic way. It is not, however, a way to 

replace the current barcodes because they serve different purposes where current, traditional 

barcodes are used to automatically link to values and Aesthetic Barcodes are used to manually 

link to values. This is the main difference, other than appearance, between the visually codes, 

and the Aesthetic Barcode server to simply add another medium to graphical data storage. 
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7. DISCUSSION  

Making and researching this program has been a definite test on my skill as a 

programmer. I have learned much on the thoughts, mathematics and precautions which are 

placed into the common barcode. This has taught me that simplicity is designed and that a 

gratuitous amount of effort has been put into the creation of things as seemingly simple as 

barcodes. This project has also shown me the speed at which small innovations are able to 

revolutionize established industries with the uncomplicated one-dimensional barcode completely 

changing the way commerce is handled throughout the world within only forty years of its 

creation.  

Through this project, I have gained an understanding of the functional paradigm of 

programming by primarily using Haskell. This language is hugely different from the other 

imperative languages which I had previously leaned. This made the project rather complicated 

and burdensome at its beginning, especially with learning to cope without explicitly defined 

loops. This functional language has also changed my entire thought process when looking at the 

logic associated with programming which is amazing because it has expanded my overall 

knowledge and comprehension of computer science. In all, this project has given me greater 

knowledge, understanding and engagement to the craft of programming and computer science.  
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10. APPENDIX 

10.1. Source Code 

-- Author: Samuel Gervais 

-- Saint Piux X High School 

-- email: samgervais512@gmail.com 

-- cell: (505)933-2571 

-- Main Module 

 

{-# LANGUAGE ScopedTypeVariables, TypeOperators #-} 

 

import AI.CV.ImageProcessors 

import Control.Arrow 

import Control.Processor 

import Split 

import Array 

import Blobs 

import Data.Array 
-- win :: IOProcessor Image () 

win = window 0 

-- cam :: IOProcessor () Image 

cam = camera 0 

-- edge :: IOProcessor Image Image 

edge = canny 30 190 3 

 

main = do 

  output <- run (videoFile "out.mp4" >>> split' >>> getRed >>> arrIO iplToArray2) () 

  return () 
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-- Author: Samuel Gervais 

-- Saint Piux X High School 

-- email: samgervais512@gmail.com 

-- cell: (505)933-2571 

-- Array Module   

 

module Array where 

import AI.CV.OpenCV.CxCore 

import AI.CV.OpenCV.HighGui 

import Foreign.C.Types 
 

import Data.Array 
import Data.Array.Accelerate.Array.Sugar (EltRepr) 

import Control.Applicative ((<$>)) 

import Foreign.Ptr (castPtr) 

import Foreign.Marshal.Array 
 

 

-- | Converts an IplImage, the native image type for C, into a three-dementional array 

-- | such that the first and second demention represent the rows of the image, and the 

-- | thrid shows the number of channels at every point of the image. 

iplToArray3 :: IplImage -- ^ Initial image for conversion 

               -> IO (Array (Int,Int,Int) Int) -- ^ 3-dementional array with pixel color as elements 

iplToArray3 image = do 

  (CvSize w h) <- getSize image 

  d <- getNumChannels image 

  print (w, h, d) 

  let w' = fromIntegral w 

  let h' = fromIntegral h 

  let d' = fromIntegral d 

  imgPtr <- castPtr <$> getImageData image 

  xs <- peekArray (w' * h' * d') imgPtr :: IO [CUChar] 

  let arr = array ((0,0,0),(w'-1,h'-1,d'-1)) [(((i `div` d') `mod` w',i `div` w'*d',i `mod` d'), 

fromIntegral x) | (i,x) <- zip [0..] xs] 

  return arr 

 

-- | Converts an IplImage, the native image type for C, into a two-dementional array 

-- | such that the first and second represent the rows in the image. This function is 

-- | for the use of images with only one channel. 

iplToArray2 :: IplImage -- ^ Initial image for conversion 

               -> IO (Array (Int,Int) Int) -- ^ 2-dementional array with pixel color as elements 

iplToArray2 image = do 

  (CvSize w h) <- getSize image 

  d <- getNumChannels image 

  if d /= 1 then error "Needs 1 channel image" else return () 

  let w' = fromIntegral w 
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  let h' = fromIntegral h 

  imgPtr <- castPtr <$> getImageData image 

  xs <- peekArray (w' * h') imgPtr :: IO [CUChar] 

  let arr = listToArr xs (w',h') 

  -- print $ elems arr 

  return arr 

 

 

listToArr :: [CUChar] -> (Int, Int) -> Array (Int, Int) Int 

listToArr xs (w,h) = array bounds [inner i x | (i,x) <- zip [0..] xs] 

  where bounds = ((0,0),(w-1,h-1)) 

        inner i x = ((i `mod` w,i `div` w), fromIntegral x `div` 255) 
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-- Author: Samuel Gervais 

-- Saint Piux X High School 

-- email: samgervais512@gmail.com 

-- cell: (505)933-2571 

-- Blobs Module 

 

module Blobs where 

import Data.Array 
import Control.Applicative ((<$>)) 

import Data.Tuple 
import Data.List (nub) 

import Data.Foldable (foldlM) 

 

xss :: [[Int]] 

xss = [[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] 

      ,[0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] 

      ,[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0] 

      ,[0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0] 

      ,[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0] 

      ,[0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] 

      ,[0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] 

      ,[0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]] 

 

background = 1 

foreground = 0 

other = 2 

 

realXss = map (map (1-)) xss 

 

nss = array ((0,0),(12,7)) [((x,y), xss !! y !! x) | x <- [0..12], y <- [0..7]] 

realNss = array ((0,0),(12,7)) [((x,y), realXss !! y !! x) | x <- [0..12], y <- [0..7]] 

 

-- | Given an array and an index, tests if the index fits within the array; 

-- | returns True if it is, and False if it is not. 

inBounds :: Array (Int, Int) Int -- ^ Array to check bounds 

            -> (Int,Int) -- ^ Index to test if it is in bounds 

            -> Bool -- ^ Returns boolean determining if index is in bounds 

inBounds arr (x,y) = x >= lx && x <= hx && y >= ly && y <= hy 

  where ((lx,ly), (hx,hy)) = bounds arr 

 

-- | Returns the indices whose element equals one and surround a given index in a 

-- | plus-shaped pattern. Indecies which do not exist in the array are ignored. 

checkAround :: Array (Int, Int) Int -- ^ Array of zeros and ones representing a black and white 

image 

               -> (Int,Int) -- ^ Starting index 

               -> [(Int,Int)] -- ^ Returns list of indices around the starting index 
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checkAround arr (x,y) = [ (x',y') | (h,k) <- [(0,1),(1,0),(-1,0),(0,-1)] 

                        , let x' = x + h 

                        , let y' = y + k 

                        , inBounds arr (x',y') 

                        , arr ! (x',y') == 1 

                        ] 

 

-- | Returns a list of indecies of all the elements which are connected to a given element's index 

-- | by recursively going through a list and using the "checkAround" function until all of the 

-- | idecies are found. Acts as a helper funtion for the "getAllConnected" function. 

getAllConnected' :: Array (Int, Int) Int -- ^ Array representing image 

                    -> [(Int,Int)] -- ^ List of indices to find connected around 

                    -> [(Int,Int)] -- ^ Accumulator 

                    -> IO [(Int,Int)] -- ^ Returns list of indecies attached to the starting index 

getAllConnected' _ [] acc = return acc 

getAllConnected' arr is acc = do 

  let blobIndecies = nub [x | x <- concatMap (checkAround arr) is, x `notElem` acc] 

  getAllConnected' arr blobIndecies (blobIndecies++acc) 

 

-- | Uses the "getAllConected'" helper function to find the connected elements around a given 

index. 

getAllConnected :: Array (Int, Int) Int -- ^ Array representing image 

                   -> (Int,Int) -- ^ Starting index 

                   -> IO [(Int,Int)] -- ^ Returns list of indecies attached to the starting index 

getAllConnected arr i = do 

  nub <$> getAllConnected' arr [i] [i] 

 

-- | Replaces all elements at the positions of given indices with a given number. 

replaceWith :: Int -- ^ Elment which replaces the others 

               -> Array (Int, Int) Int -- ^ Array 

               -> [(Int,Int)] -- ^ Indecies to be replaced 

               -> Array (Int, Int) Int -- ^ Returns a ew array with replaced indecies 

replaceWith x arr indices = arr//[(i,x) | i <- indices] 

 

-- | The step function for "findBlobs", it takes a tuple of an array and a list of lists of indices 

(representing 

-- | the blobs in a image) and searches for the blobs around one index by using the 

"getAllConnected" function. 

perIndex :: (Array (Int, Int) Int, [[(Int,Int)]]) -- ^ 

            -> (Int,Int) -- ^ Index for step funtion 

            -> (Array (Int, Int) Int, [[(Int,Int)]]) -- ^ Returns the array and new state of blobs 

perIndex (arr, xss) index = case arr ! index of 

                              0 -> (replaceWith 2 arr newXs, newXs : xss) 

                              x -> (arr, xss) 

  where newXs = checkAround arr index 
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-- | Folds through an array to apply the "perIndex" funtion to every index in the list which 

ultimately finds all the 

-- | blobs in the array. 

findBlobs :: Array (Int, Int) Int -- ^ Array representing image 

             -> [[(Int,Int)]] -- ^ Returns a list of lists of the blobs in the image 

findBlobs arr = snd $ foldl perIndex (arr, []) (indices arr) 
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-- Author: Samuel Gervais 

-- Saint Piux X High School 

-- email: samgervais512@gmail.com 

-- cell: (505)933-2571 

-- Split Moddule 

 

{-# LANGUAGE ForeignFunctionInterface, CPP #-} 

 

module Split where 

 

import Foreign.C.Types 

import Foreign.Ptr 

import Foreign.ForeignPtr 

import Foreign.Storable 

import Foreign.Marshal.Alloc 
 

import Data.Bits 

import Control.Arrow 
 

import AI.CV.OpenCV.CxCore 

import AI.CV.OpenCV.Util 

import AI.CV.ImageProcessors 
import Control.Processor hiding (split) 

 

#include <opencv/cv.h> 

 

withForeignPtr4 a b c d f = do 

  withForeignPtr a $ \a -> 

    withForeignPtr b $ \b -> 

      withForeignPtr c $ \c -> 

        withForeignPtr d $ \d -> f a b c d 

 

foreign import ccall unsafe "cv.h cvSplit" 

  c_split :: Ptr Priv_IplImage -> Ptr Priv_IplImage -> Ptr Priv_IplImage -> Ptr Priv_IplImage -> 

Ptr Priv_IplImage -> IO () 

 

 

split :: Image -> Image -> Image -> Image -> IO () 

split a b c d = do 

  withForeignPtr4 a b c d $ \a b c d -> do 

    c_split a b c d nullPtr 

 

split' :: IOProcessor Image (Image, Image, Image) 

split' = processor processSplit allocateSplit convertState releaseState 

  where processSplit src (red, green, blue) = do 

          split src red green blue 
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          return (red, green, blue) 

        allocateSplit src = do 

          srcSize <- getSize src 

          red <- createImage srcSize iplDepth8u 1 

          green <- createImage srcSize iplDepth8u 1 

          blue <- createImage srcSize iplDepth8u 1 

          return (red, green, blue) 

        convertState = return 

        releaseState _ = return () 

 

fst3 :: (a,b,c) -> a 

fst3 (a,_,_) = a 

 

first3, getBlue :: IOProcessor (a,b,c) a 

first3 = arr fst3 

 

snd3 :: (a,b,c) -> b 

snd3 (_,b,_) = b 

 

second3, getGreen :: IOProcessor (a,b,c) b 

second3 = arr snd3 

 

trd3 :: (a,b,c) -> c 

trd3 (_,_,c) = c 

 

third3, getRed :: IOProcessor (a,b,c) c 

third3 = arr trd3 

 

modRed :: (x -> y) -> IOProcessor (a,b,x) (a,b,y) 

modRed f = arr (\(a,b,x) -> (a,b,f x)) 

 

modGreen :: (x -> y) -> IOProcessor (a,x,c) (a,y,c) 

modGreen f = arr (\(a,x,c) -> (a,f x,c)) 

 

modBlue :: (x -> y) -> IOProcessor (x,b,c) (y,b,c) 

modBlue f = arr (\(x,b,c) -> (f x,b,c)) 

 

arrIO :: (x -> IO y) -> IOProcessor x y 

arrIO f = processor process allocate convert release 

  where process x _ = f x 

        allocate x = f x 

        convert = return 

        release _ = return () 

 

 

modTrd :: (x -> y) -> (a,b,x) -> (a,b,y) 
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modTrd f (a,b,x) = (a,b,f x) 

 

getBlue = first3 

getGreen = second3 

getRed = third3 
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-- Author: Samuel Gervais 

-- Saint Piux X High School 

-- email: samgervais512@gmail.com 

-- cell: (505)933-2571 

-- Call to Split Module 

 

{-# LINE 1 "src/Split.hs" #-} 

{-# LANGUAGE ForeignFunctionInterface, CPP #-} 

{-# LINE 2 "src/Split.hs" #-} 

 

module Split where 
 

import Foreign.C.Types 

import Foreign.Ptr 

import Foreign.ForeignPtr 
 

import Data.Bits 
 

import AI.CV.OpenCV.CxCore 

import AI.CV.OpenCV.Util 
 

 

{-# LINE 15 "src/Split.hs" #-} 

 

foreign import ccall unsafe "cv.h cvSplit" 

  split :: Ptr Priv_IplImage -> Ptr Priv_IplImage -> Ptr Priv_IplImage -> Ptr Priv_IplImage -> IO 

() 

 

main = print "test" 
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